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A

leader is one who knows the way, goes the
way and shows the way, says leadership guru
John Maxwell. By these standards, the IMEX team
ticks all the boxes, starting with IMEX group CEO,
Carina Bauer, who was seen personally delivering an
educational session on the show floor. Her topic was:
how to enhance creativity and imagination during
meetings in order to spark the innovation needed to
find solutions and face the future.
IMEX is first and foremost a trade fair, providing
business opportunities for buyers and suppliers in
the meeting industry. But networking and exchanging
knowledge seem to be taking equal staging. A full day
is allocated for education and association meetings.
A hall, equally large as the show floor, is dedicated
to discovery of innovative products and trends.
Numerous press conferences and over 250 seminars
and networking events help to underline the value
of face2face business events. The lines between
fair, conference or congress are blurred. Is this a sign
of the times? Will future B2B meetings be like the
Cannes Film Festival, where knowledge exchange,
networking with peers and award ceremonies front
the deal making?
Meaningful statistics
For me, IMEX is a perfect opportunity to soak
up the vibe and browse trade press and reports,
hunting for meaningful trends to interpret. There are
alarming noises in the meeting industry that reflect
the world-wide threats to what I’d like to call the
dollar-economy. Let’s start with globalisation and
technology and how they are fuelling inequality and
pollution.

Pollution is a direct threat to travel if both air and
road travel continue to be huge polluters. Inequality
on its own fuels conflict and terrorism. Terrorist acts
can destroy the appeal of a destination in one blow.
Technology facilitates but also threatens to dictate
the meeting industry and make it vulnerable to
cybercrime. Thanks to artificial intelligence buyers can
get the reply to their RFP (request for proposal) within
seconds but suppliers complain about completeteam-burn-outs due to work pressure stemming
from minimal profit margins and the multi-channelalways-on nature of communication.
Millennials
In all fairness, does anyone believe there are leaders
anywhere on the planet who have the answers! It is
time for new decision-making models where groups
of specialists propose educated solutions. This is
already happening. You could say that parallel to the
dollar economy, there is a growing circular economy,
where sustainability, sharing and re-using are key
words. In my mind this economy is the happy meeting
ground where Baby-Boomer-Hippie philosophy
meets millennial savvy.
During IMEX, I attended seminars, stands and press
conferences with the specific purpose to decipher
leadership-trends in our industry. It turned into a
Baby-Boomer meets Millennial conclusion. I believe
that the fusion of the values of the Woodstock
generation, mixed with the augmented intelligence of
Millennials is precisely what will provide the positive
leadership for tomorrow. And at IMEX tomorrow
starts today.
Bizz-buzz on the work floor

Technology used for translation and participation

Here below I’ll list some sources and observations to
state my case.
Leadership topics in the industry
•
Co-creation and strategic partnerships
•
Diversity and Women on top
•
Technology and security
•
Sustainability and Accountability
•
Authenticity and Meaningful experiences
Co-creation and strategic partnerships continue to
flourish. A multitude of DMC groups, of which WATA
celebrates its 70th birthday, merging technology
platforms and industry-wide collaborations, were at
IMEX.
‘Meetings Mean Business’ (MMB) is an industrywide coalition with the purpose to advocate the
value of the meetings industry, not only for the
dollar economy but also for the wellness of global
communities. Check the website and become an
ambassador. MMB is behind the Global Meeting
Industry Day and behind several easily accessible
research reports. The board reads like a who is who in
the meeting industry.

The Iceberg.org
A coalition of trade media and associations providing
a wealth of research about industry trends.
Skift.com
Media, research, Insights and Forums
JMIC and EIC
Global associations assembling most meeting
industry groups. Education is one of the pillars for
growth.
EIC (the Event Industry Council) launched the
Certified Meeting Planner program in 1985 followed
in 2015 by a special certification for planners
of health care meetings. These certificates are
recognised worldwide and advocate the need for
professionalism and continual learning in the meeting
industry.
JMIC was founded in 1976 as a platform for exchange
of information and perspectives amongst the many
international associations engaged in various aspects
of the meetings industry. At IMEX Joachim König,
Managing Director of the Hannover Congress Centre,
received the annual JMIC award in recognition of his
leadership and contributions to the meeting industry.
Women on top & decision-making with educated solutions by peers

#Meet4Impact
Sustainability and social responsibility are two hot
topics in the industry. Leadership is proven by impact.
MPI
A strategic partnership between the IMEX Group and
Meeting Planners International resulted in a series
of seminars both on the MPI stand and outside. MPI
chapters worldwide continue to bring innovative
education sessions, notably the Dutch chapter
delivered a highly successful European Congress and
during the IMEX gala dinner it was announced that
the MPI World Educational Congress 2018 (WEC)
was awarded best association event. The 2020 MPI
European Congress (EMEC) will take place in Sevilla.
Newly appointed Angeles Moreno will look after
a strategic development plan for MPI in Europe. It
is recognised that Europe with 1200 planners and
12 chapters is pivotal for the global growth of the
association and a series of events will be rolled out in
2019/2020 including roadshows, enhanced sessions
for the MPI Academy and other events.
SITE
The Society of Incentive Travel Excellence presented
its Bangkok Manifesto, a mission statement that

was elaborated with a crowdsourcing activity during
the 2019 Global SITE conference in Bangkok. The 10
statements, intended to define the future direction of
SITE and the global incentive travel community, come
across a bit stale, but social responsibility, inclusivity
and teamwork echo topics that pop up in universal
discussions about the value of the meeting industry.
Tokyo input
During the SITE breakfast Mr Seiwa Yoshihashi,
from JTB head office in Tokyo made some very valid
comments. Mr Yoshihashi is considering the merits
of creating a Japanese SITE Chapter. He has signalled
a novel viewpoint for incentive travel: In Japan the
traditional relationship between employer and
employee used to be lifelong, with past generations
typically remaining with a company throughout their
professional career. Japanese millennials ask for
something else from life. Companies have a hard
time retaining their staff after spending large sums
on training and education. Mr Yoshihashi proposes
that incentive-travel could be used to create a lasting
relationship between the company and the employee
and create a team culture among team members.

Top: policy and forum discussions
Bottom: next ICCA chapter meeting will be in Flanders

Discovery Zone

ICCA
At the ICCA leadership novel ideas were discussed
about using the database. The next ICCA congress
for the Benelux-France chapter will take place in
Flanders. The chapter as well as the Flanders Tourism
Board highlighted innovation as a theme during IMEX.
• The press conference on the Flanders Stand was
structured like a guided museum tour around the
stand, with thought provoking posters and the use of
silent disco headphones for simultaneous translation.
• Presenting the venues for the next ICCA chapter
conference in Limburg, where old relics from the
mining times have been turned into modern meeting
facilities, included some of the latest meeting
technology.
Emerging or developing trends
• Rising demand for second-tier destinations as
conferences and events respond to over-tourism of
popular cities (Venice, Amsterdam) or destinations
(Himalayas, Milford Sounds)
• Placemaking – connecting councils, tourism

ministers and other policy makers with community
workers and meeting professionals to design the
infrastructure that benefits economic success as well
as wellness for local communities
• New luxury; emphasis on life changing experiences,
meaningful exchange and authenticity rather than on
5* bling.
• Demand for accessible public spaces to allow for
inclusive meetings.
• Continued celebration of diversity with mixed
generation work teams, inclusion of the LGBT
community, cultural diversity and women leadership.
Join BBT Online in Antwerp on 24 June at the BBT
b2b speed-date workshop. All the trends and visions
projected in this article will be present, integrated in
a fun-filled day of business deals and meaningful
networking. See you there.
Published on www.bbtonline.eu in June 2019.
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Top: Augmented intelligence, Evelyn Bardyn of Visit Flanders
Middle: IMEX-Run & Seiwa Yoshihashi-(left) of JTB Tokyo
Bottom two pictures: SITE Bangkok manifest & Imex CEO Carina Bauer delivering a seminar

